For a finitely additive and countably multiplicative family H, Measurable H is the family of all sets which are measurable by every Carathέodory outer measure by which the members of H are measurable and complements of members of H are approximable from within. A relation contained in a topological product space is subvalent, if for some countable ordinal α, each horizontal section of the relation has an empty derived set of order a. A topological space is Borelcompact if it and the difference of any two of its closed compact subsets are countable unions of closed compact sets.
It is shown that if X and Y are Borelcompact, Hausdorff spaces with countable bases and R is an analytic and subvalent subset of the cartesian product of X with Y 9 then the direct ϋMmage of A is Measurable g(Ύ) whenever A is Measurable S(X). (%(X) is the family of closed subsets of X) If Xand Y are complete, separable, metric spaces and R is an analytic and subvalent subset of Ix Γ, the same conclusion can be drawn.
In a topological setting, the notion of measurability employed (Definitions 3.4.7 and 3.4.8) comprehends measurability by every Caratheodory outer measure by which closed sets are measurable and open sets can be approximated from within. More particularly if g is the family of all real closed sets, then (3.4.8) Measurable % is such a family that all real analytic sets belong to it and its members are Lebesgue measurable.
Because a topological setting sufficient for the current theory of analytic sets is required, the spaces concerned are either Borelcompact (Definition 4.13) Hausdorff spaces satisfying the second axiom of countability or complete, separable, metric spaces. Under these restrictions Souslin sets (Definition 3.2) and analytic sets (Definition 3.3) are the same, and a relation which is both Souslin and subvalent is the union of a countable family of relations which preserve measurability. This property of the component relations is obtained in Theorems 5.13 and 5.14. The decomposition of a subvalent relation (Theorem 7.6) is described by a transfinite operation of extraction (Definition 6.1) which is related to the familiar transfinite set derivation in topological spaces. The results announced in the introductorypassage are contained in Theorems 8.3 and 8.4. 2.10. Q is the set of ordinals.
2.11. Ω is the set of countable ordinals; i.e., Ω is the least noncountable ordinal.
2.12. o) is the set of finite ordinals; i.e., ω is the least denumerable ordinal.
2.13. 0 is the least ordinal and the empty set.
2.14. n is the successor of n; i.e., ΰ -n{j{n).
Thus if n e ω, ή = Em[m e ω and 0 ^ m ^ n].
2.15. S is the set of all sequences of natural numbers; i.e., S is the set of all functions on ω to a).
S' n is the set of all functions on n to a).
If H is a family of sets, then (X) and A~ BeK σ (X) whenever A and B belong to K{X).
Many theorems from here on refer to the cartesian product of a finite number of spaces. In metric spaces the best results are associated with complete, separable spaces. Let us agree that a product of complete, separable, metric spaces is so metrized as to be complete and separable. In topological spaces the best results are associated with Hausdorff spaces which are countable unions of closed compacta. Let us agree that whenever a product of topological spaces is formed the product space is topologized by the standard product topology. 
THEOREM. If XeK σ {X) and YeK σ (Y), then Xx YeK σ (Xx Y) .
It is essential for our purpose that the topological product of a finite number of Borelcompact spaces be Borelcompact. A sufficient condition for this is given by the following modification of Theorem 3.5 in [8].
THEOREM. If X and Y are Borelcompact, Hausdorff spaces and there is a countable base for the topology of X, then X x Y is Borelcompact.
For ready reference we combine some parts of 4.12 through 4.16 with 4.3 and 4.8.
THEOREM. If X and Y are Borelcompact, Hausdorff spaces and there is a countable base for the topology of X, then X x Y is Borelcompact and Hausdorff, ®(X x Y) c Souslin g(X x Y) and Borel field K{X) c Souslin %{X x Y).
5* Images of Souslin, analytic and measurable sets* The aim of this section is to describe for certain relations a component which maps measurable sets into measurable sets. This is accomplished, in a topologieal setting, by Definition 5.8.1 and Theorem 5.13. Even though a metric space is not necessarily Borelcompact, the argument leading to Theorem 5.13 can be carried out in a setting of complete, separable, metric spaces. Theorem 5.14 states the metric case.
The component we describe has as one feature the property of being the inverse of a function. Theorem 5.6 gives a condition for counter image with respect to a function to preserve measurability.
The first five theorems listed below are concerned with continuous images and counter images of Souslin and analytic sets. They are well known in their metric space forms. For remarks on the present forms and other closely related results see [2, Section 5 
for each Γcdmn^ with <p(T) < °°.
Accordingly let Γcdmn^^(Γ) < oo and let ψ be the function on the subsets of σH such that for each βciσH
= φ(T Π *fβ) .
It is easy to verify that
Thus a e mbl ψ .
Now by hypothesis
σHeH so that *fσHe mbl φ .
Thus */α e mbl φ whenever a e Measurable iϊ. 
THEOREM. // X and Y are Borelcompact, Hausdorff spaces and there is a countable base for the topology of X, Re Souslin g(Ix Y) and Ae Souslin %(X), then *®RAe Measurable g(F).
Proof. In view of 4.17, X x Y is a Hausdorff space and X x Ye K σ {X x F). The proof is completed in three parts.
Part I. rng R ~ rng ^R = rng &R e Measurable g(F).
Proof. The equation is clear. To see that rng @i? 6 Measurable g( F) let P r be the projection function on X x F to F. Then rng R = *P r i2 e Souslin g(F) , by hypothesis and 5.3, and rng ^R = ,P 7 pe Souslin g(Γ) , by 5.9 and 5.3, and the desired result follows with the aid of 4.3.
Part II. *®R(A Π dmn Si?) = *.β(A Π dmn R) Π rng@i2.
Proof. &R is the inverse of a function.
Part III. // A e Souslin g(X), then *@i£A e Measurable %(Y).
Proof. Let P x and P γ be the projections functions on X x F to X and F respectively. Then dmn R = ^P^β e Souslin and A n dmn .β e Souslin %{X) . the proof is complete.
THEOREM. If X and Y are Borelcompact, Hausdorff spaces and there is a countable base for the topology of X, Re Souslin %(X x Y) and A e Measurable %(X), then *&RA e Measurable %(Y).
Proof. Let / = inverse &R = E (y, x) [(x, y) e @JB]. Observe that / is a function, dmn/c Y = σ%{Y), rng/c X = σg(X) and */A = ©JSA. Now application of Theorems 5.12 and 5.7 yields the desired conclusion.
THEOREM. // X and Y are complete, separable, metric spaces, Re Souslin g(X x Y) and Ae Measurable %{X), then *&RAe Measurable %(Y).
6. Extracted, derived and removed sets* In this section we introduce three transίinite set operations which are employed later to extend the results of § 5. 7* Subvalent Relations* The purpose of this section is realized in Theorem 7.6 which states that a subvalent relation (Definition 7.2) is an extracted set of countable order with respect to a (not necessarily countable) base for the topology of the space containing the relation. When in the concluding section we recall the hypotheses of Theorem 5.13 and assume each topology involved has a countable base, we obtain the result (Theorem 8.3) that a relation which is both a Souslin set and subvalent preserves measurability. The corresponding extension of Theorem 5.14 is stated in Theorem 8.4. Proof. In view of 6.8 the conjuncts of the conclusion are equivalent. Therefore it is enough to prove U rmv Z&Rya = extr R^a .
yeY
The proof is by induction.
It is immediate from the definition of a base for a topology that 
= # n n p~G)u^n G)). The desired result now follows from Part V. 
